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EDITORS LETTER
Despite the slight downturn,
the institutional adoption
of Bitcoin continues to
increase. Filings with the
United States Securities
and Exchange Commission
show that four wealth
management firms have
bought shares in Grayscale’s
Bitcoin Investment Trust.
A survey of about 42,000
people in 27 countries
by product comparison
website Finder showed a
high adoption rate in Asia.
Among the countries polled,
Vietnam had the highest
adoption rate at 41%, while
India and Indonesia had a
30% adoption rate.

OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE
ARE BEATBIND: IRONING OUT MUSIC INDUSTRY’S
BIGGEST BLOCKERS WITH BLOCKCHAIN,
MINING WATCHDOG: PEER-TO-PEER CRYPTO
INVESTING PLATFORM,
MAXIMISE THE RETURN ON YOUR CRYPTO
INVESTMENTS WITH GSX TOKENS FROM SECURITY
OF GOLD, F
ERRUM NETWORK’S ADOPTION OF BLOCKCHAIN &
CROSS-CHAIN TOKEN BRIDGE
& KAIKEN INU: A FEATURE-PACKED DEFLATIONARY
TOKEN WITH REAL USE CASE
Bitcoin will take a big leap on Tuesday as it becomes legal
tender in El Salvador. With this step, Salvadorans will be
able to use Bitcoin for buying goods and services and also
pay for taxes. Ahead of its Tuesday deadline, President
Nayib Bukele tweeted that El Salvador had purchased 400
Bitcoin.
Bitcoin bounced off the 20-day exponential moving
average (EMA) on September 1, indicating strong buying
by the bulls on dips.
The buyers continued their momentum and pushed the
price above the 61.8% Fibonacci retracement level at
£36,834.35 on September 5. If bulls sustain the price
above this level, the BTC/GBP pair could continue its
journey toward £42,650. Although the upsloping moving
averages favor the bulls, the negative divergence on the
relative strength index (RSI) indicates that the bullish
momentum may be slowing down.
Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening in
the cryptocurrency world.
Enjoy the issue!

Karnav Shah
Co-Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief
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CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around
the globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and
ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert
technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to
our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so
our readers can keep up to speed with the current
developments in the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to
trade active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but
we also take a look at ICOs to help you find those
golden projects with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources
to keep on top of the markets, we deliver everything
directly to your inbox each and every week.
What are you waiting for?
Subscribe now!

Featuring in this weeks Edition:
- BeatBind

- MELD

- Insurace

- Ferrum Network

- Mining

- Radiologex

- DeGeThal

- Kaiken

- GSX

Also Get,
- Markets Analysis
- Market News Update
- Read Our Latest Blog:
BEATBIND: IRONING OUT MUSIC INDUSTRY’S BIGGEST BLOCKERS WITH BLOCKCHAIN
MINING WATCHDOG: PEER-TO-PEER CRYPTO INVESTING PLATFORM
MAXIMISE THE RETURN ON YOUR CRYPTO INVESTMENTS WITH
GSX TOKENS FROM SECURITY OF GOLD
FERRUM NETWORK’S ADOPTION OF BLOCKCHAIN & CROSSCHAIN TOKEN BRIDGE
KAIKEN INU: A FEATURE-PACKED DEFLATIONARY TOKEN WITH
REAL USE CASE

For Latest update
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello, welcome to this week’s 198th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine. The global
crypto market cap is $2.37 Trillion, up $360 billion since the last week. The total crypto
market trading volume over the last 24 hours has increased by 18.24% to $142.66 Billion.
The DeFi volume is $19.93 Billion, 13.97% of the entire crypto market’s 24-hour trading
volume. The volume of all stable coins is $109.92 Billion, 77.05% of the total crypto
market’s 24-hour trading volume.
Bitcoin will take a big leap on Tuesday as it becomes
legal tender in El Salvador. With this step, Salvadorans
will be able to use Bitcoin for buying goods and
services and also pay for taxes. Ahead of its Tuesday
deadline, President Nayib Bukele tweeted that El
Salvador had purchased 400 Bitcoin.
This step by the Central American nation has grabbed
the attention of both crypto enthusiasts and monetary
policy experts. Back home, the citizens are wary of the
new law to make Bitcoin the official currency alongside
the US dollar. In a recent survey conducted by Central
American University’s Institute of Public Opinion, 70%
of the respondents believed that the law to make
Bitcoin the legal tender should be withdrawn.
Meanwhile, several legacy finance companies have
been adding support to cryptocurrencies. Union
Investment, a $500 billion asset manager, told
Bloomberg that it is planning to add Bitcoin to a small
number of investment funds as part of a pilot program
for private investors.
Franklin Templeton, with more than $1.4 trillion in
assets under management, has posted job openings
for its crypto trading and research departments.
In the September crypto outlook, Bloomberg’s senior
commodity strategist Mike McGlone, said Bitcoin and
Ether are on target to reach $100,000 and $5,000
respectively.

Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin

41.75%

Ethereum

19.43%

Cardano

3.80%

Binance Coin

3.52%

Tether

2.85%

XRP

2.69%

Solana

2.27%

Dogecoin

1.69%

Polkadot

1.47%

USD Coin

1.18%

Others

19.34%

However, JPMorgan analysts believe the crypto markets are looking frothy after the sharp rally in
altcoins. The analysts said the share of altcoin trading in the total crypto markets rose from 22% at
the beginning of August to 33%.
"The share of altcoins looks rather elevated by historical standards and in our opinion it is more
likely to be a reflection of froth and retail investor 'mania' rather than a reflection of a structural
uptrend," the analysts’ added per Markets Insider.
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CRYPTO TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/GBP

Bitcoin bounced off the 20-day exponential
moving average (EMA) on September 1, indicating strong buying by the bulls on dips.
The buyers continued their momentum
and pushed the price above the 61.8%
Fibonacci retracement level at £36,834.35
on September 5. If bulls sustain the price
above this level, the BTC/GBP pair could
continue its journey toward £42,650.

The first sign of weakness will be if bears
pull the price below the 20-day EMA. If that
happens, several short-term traders may
book profits, dragging the pair down to the
50-day simple moving average (SMA).
Previous Analysis...

Although the upsloping moving averages
favor the bulls, the negative divergence on
the relative strength index (RSI) indicates
that the bullish momentum may be slowing
down.
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ETHEREUM - ETH/GBP

Ether rebounded off the 20-day EMA on
August 31 and soared above the overhead
resistance zone at £2,400 to £2,466. This
signalled the resumption of the uptrend.
The upsloping moving averages indicate
advantage to the bears but the negative
divergence on the RSI warns of a possible
correction or consolidation. The ETH/GBP
pair is facing resistance in the £2,900 to
£3,098.17 overhead zone.

A strong rebound off either level will suggest that bulls are accumulating on dips.
That will increase the possibility of a retest
of the all-time high. Alternatively, a break
and close below the 20-day EMA will be the
first sign that bulls are tiring out.

Previous Analysis...

However, the bulls have not given up much
ground in the past three days, suggesting that traders are not rushing to the exit.
The pair is likely to find strong support at
£2,682.43 and then again at the 20-day
EMA.
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RIPPLE - XRP/GBP

The bulls successfully defended the 20-day
EMA on August 30, which may have attracted buying on August 31. After hesitating
near £0.938 for a few days, the buyers finally scaled this resistance on September 6.

If the price bounces off this level, the bulls
will again try to resume the uptrend. But if
the pair dips below the 20-day EMA, it will
suggest that supply exceeds demand. That
could open the doors for a decline to the
50-day SMA.

If bulls sustain the price above £0.938, the
XRP/GBP pair could rally to the overhead
zone of £1.20 to £1.4319.
However, the bears are unlikely to give up
easily. They will try to pull the price back
below the breakout level of £0.938. If that
happens, the pair could drop to the 20-day
EMA.

Cryptonaire Weekly | September 7th 2021
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CARDANO - ADA/GBP

The bulls pushed Cardano above £2.16173
on September 2 and 3 but could not sustain
the higher levels. This suggests that bears
are defending the overhead resistance
aggressively.

more attempt to resume the uptrend. The
target objective on the upside is £2.50.

The bears will now try to pull the price down
to the 20-day EMA. This is an important
support to watch out for.

On the contrary, if bears pull the price below
the 20-day EMA, the ADA/GBP pair could
drop to the breakout level at £1.75137. A
bounce off this level could keep the pair
range-bound for a few days while a break
below it may start a deeper correction.

If the price rebounds off this support with
strength, it will suggest the sentiment
remains positive and bulls are accumulating
on dips. The buyers will then make one

Previous Analysis...
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BINANCE - BNB/GBP

Binance Coin bounced off the 20-day EMA
on August 31 but the bulls have not been
able to drive the price above the overhead
resistance at £377. This suggests that buying
dries up at higher levels.

But if the price slips below £305.40, it will
indicate that bulls are losing their grip. The
pair may then drop to the 50-day SMA.

Previous Analysis...
The BNB/GBP pair could now drop to the
20-day EMA. A break below this support
could pull the price down to the breakout
level of £305.40. If this support holds, the
pair could consolidate between £305.40
and £377 for a few days.
Conversely, if the price rebounds off the
20-day EMA, the bulls will try to propel
the pair above £377. If they succeed, it
will indicate the start of the next leg of the
uptrend. The pair could then rally to £400
and later to £475.
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PRESS RELEASE

Decentralized Finance (DeFi) aims to offer financial
services by leveraging decentralized technologies,
mainly public blockchain networks, openly and
transparently with universal accessibility. It has been
at the forefront since 2019 and exploded in 2020.
With the advent of DeFi, cyber security issues
pose a significant threat to DeFi ecosystem. The
more demand for DeFi Insurance has led to the
development of insurance protocols in the market.

ABOUT DEFI INSURANCE
DeFi insurance is the protection of funds locked
in DeFi protocols against hacks and bugs in smart
contracts. In the future, this will extend to wallet
insurance, market volatility, rug pulls, NFT insurance,
cross-chain bridge insurance, and other products.

ABOUT INSURACE.IO
InsurAce.io is a leading decentralized insurance
protocol, providing reliable, robust, and secure
DeFi insurance services. InsurAce.io offers portfoliobased insurance products with optimized pricing
models to substantially lower the cost of insurance. It
also contains investment functions with underwriting
mining programs to create sustainable returns for
the participants and provide coverage for crosschain DeFi projects to benefit the whole DeFi
ecosystem.
InsurAce.io plans to expand the product accessibility
to a wider audience by removing the “Know your
client” process as seen in the centralized space
making it easier for all participants.

by staking in the liquidity pool using ETH, DAI,
USDT, and/or other eligible tokens. This leads
to a drastic increase in the capital pool, cover
capacity, investable capital, and further reduces the
insurance premium. This capital pool is managed
with rigorous risk control models to dynamically
adjust the Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) and
use the secured free capital for investment in yield
farming on audited protocols, staking with lending
platforms, staking in DEX such as Uniswap.
Backed by DeFiance Capital, Parafi Capital, Alameda
Research, Hashkey group, Huobi DeFiLabs, Hashed,
IOSG, Signum Capital and a dozen of other top
funds it provides coverage to 60+ DeFi protocols
across 8 chains, safeguarding over $50M assets as
of 30th August 2021.
With launches planned on Solana, HECO, Fantom,
Avalanche, Elrond, and more ecosystems, InsurAce.
io plans to provide insurance services across multiple
chains. It has already partnered with Alpha Finance
Lab, mStable, Autofarm, Bella, Dora Factory, 88mph,
dHEDGE, Huobi Global, and many more.

INSUR TOKEN
InsurAce.io token INSUR is a standard ERC20 token,
which incentivizes the participants retroactively. It is
available on Ethereum, BSC and MATIC blockchains
and is listed on exchanges such as Huobi Global,
DeBank, DeFi Lama, Messari Bitcoin.com, Uniswap,
Etherscan, Sushiswap and Pancake Swap. More
details on the token can be found on https://www.
insurace.io/market

The participants can earn InsurAce Token (INSUR)
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Why do we believe INSUR to be undervalued right
now? InsurAce.io is an active project with regular
updates and developments leading to project
improvement. Overall the DeFi insurance space is
largely undervalued, with less than 2% of the $90bn
Total Value Locked (TVL) of DeFi projects covered
as of now, and the only way to mitigate risk and
vulnerabilities of smart contracts are DeFi insurance
projects.

THE TEAM BEHIND INSURACE.IO
The InsurAce.io team is a high-profile, professional
team with a strong experience and network
throughout the crypto and DeFi space. Mostly
based out of Singapore, with other key team
members present in the Americas, Russia, and Asia.
InsurAce.io is lead by Oliver Xie. With years of
experience in research crypto derivatives and
blockchain technology, Oliver has moved towards
the open finance space in September 2020 leading
InsurAce.io.
Sum Wei, CTO, has 10+ years of experience with IBM
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and Microsoft as a security expert and blockchain
technology research lead.
Dan Thomson, with experience launching and
growing international businesses for over 15 years,
leads the Marketing and Business Development
division.
If you’re interested in following the InsurAce.io
journey a little closer you can visit https://www.
insurace.io/, or for other links to the InsurAce
community, you can visit linktr.ee/insurace
Discussing the Insurace.io Project, CEO Platinum
Crypto Academy Mr. Karnav Shah noted: “ It’s
exciting to come across a project that explores
wider utilities of the blockchain technology by
advocating the practice of freeing up the limitations
and bringing about better capital utilization. We
are eager to share the Insurace.io project and
explain its fundamentals to our readers. InsurAce.
io is a leading decentralized multi-chain insurance
protocol, providing reliable, robust and secure
insurance services to DeFi users, allowing them to
secure their investment funds against various risks.
We are certain that we will have more about this
promising venture in our subsequent publications.”
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
SOLANA HITS ALL-TIME HIGH AS COIN RISES 14% IN
24H

Some people are starting to call this season
"Solana Summer."
Solana (SOL) has hit yet another all-time high.
The price of the cryptocurrency is now $157.
The 24-hour increase of 14.71% makes the
coin the seventh-largest cryptocurrency with a
market cap of $45.8 billion.
The remarkable rise is a 70,632% increase
compared to a year and a half ago when Solana
had just launched and the market hadn't yet
appreciated its worth.

Solana, developed by former Qualcomm
employees, promises a raft of innovations that
lower transaction times, increase capacity and
decrease costs to a fraction of a penny per
transaction.
Chief among these is proof-of-history, a novel
consensus algorithm that verifies transactions
by using a cryptographic clock to logically
deduce whether someone is able to fund it.
Solana's rise comes at a time when the market
is desperate for a smart contract-enabled
blockchain that offers high throughputs at a
low cost. Ethereum, its main competitor, is fit
to burst; a hotly-awaited upgrade is taking a
long time and transactions can cost hundreds
of dollars.
Read more...
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Meet Beatbind
Crypto for the music industry is an upcoming
concept, and one that is being widely appreciated
by those searching for innovative crypto projects.
This is where new crypto tokens such as Beatbind
come into the picture. Beatbind is essentially an
ERC20 utility token that caters to the musical events
industry. The platform offers a truly worldwide,
trustless and affordable method of payment in the
form of the BBND or Beatbind tokens.
All the transactions on the Beatbind platform are
performed through the BBND utility token. Beatbind
is one of the most innovative crypto projects, which
intends to unify the payment processes in musical
events. Hence, there is no longer the need to
have physical cards, chips, and different traditional
currencies for all the parties and festivals. Beatbind
understands that there is no way of cashing these
back or using them outside of the events. This is one
of the prominent reasons why Beatbind is looking
to transform the music industry and has planned to
introduce a universal payment system through the
BBND or Beatbind tokens. Apart from this, Beatbind
will also accept fiat payments through the Beatbind
platform.
IN THIS BEATBIND REVIEW, FIND OUT HOW THE
COMPANY IS IRONING OUT THE MUSIC INDUSTRY’S
BIGGEST BLOCKERS USING BLOCKCHAIN.
UNDERSTANDING THE BIGGEST BLOCKERS IN
THE MUSIC INDUSTRY
Beatbind is one of those innovative crypto projects
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that combines the best of technologies to ensure
excellent performance as well as flexibility for its
ecosystem. Beatbind plans to implement BBND as
the ERC20 token on the ETH blockchain system.
Additionally, other smart contracts required for
the function of Beatbind shall also be implemented
on the ETH network and would further enjoy the
security of Beatbind’s blockchain.
The Beatbind ecosystem ensures that every
transaction on its platform is secure, transparent,
and immutable. As a result, every transaction on
the Beatbind platform will be browsable, open,
as well as verified. This happens via the Beatbind
transaction explorer.
As far as the music industry is concerned, it is
currently dealing with several problems. For
instance, the usual practice in other segments
or industries is missing within the musical events
industry. Even though the music industry recorded
a worldwide revenue figure of $30 billion, it is
estimated to grow 10% every year in the days to
come. However, despite this popularity and growth,
the music events industry has to deal with manual
and slow negotiations. The music event organisers
often come across forgers and ticket scalpers who
steal nearly half the revenue. There is no clarity as
far as data is concerned within the music industry.
As a result, fans feel ignored, powerless, and less
engaged. The artists and venues are restricted in
several ways in which they can connect. On the
other hand, ticket forgers and scalpers are earning
the same amount as the organisers and artists
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who design the events, resulting in a loss of
value amounting to $8 billion every year. Also,
the event organisers have no access to any
empirical data related to their fans’ trends,
wishes, and preferences, making the event
highly risky. The fans, on the other hand, do
not witness any event-driven engagements like
socialising, dating, voting, surveying, etc.
In addition to the above problems, several others
remain unaddressed, and it is here that Beatbind
comes into the picture. Beatbind attempts to
streamline and digitalise the music-organising
process ever since the nightlife system/culture
came into existence. Beatbind aims to connect
three main players within the music events
industry, including performers, fans, and venue
owners. Beatbind’s unique solution shall be
supported through BBND, which will function as
innovative crypto for the music industry.
The music events industry has until now been
dealing with haphazardly organised events, as
well as limited opportunities. However, with
the advent of Beatbind, the entire musical
events ecosystem has undergone a massive
transformation.

WHAT ARE BEATBIND’S SOLUTIONS?
Beatbind is one of those innovative crypto
projects that are unique and tailored to meet the
needs of the music events industry. For instance,
if you are a disc jockey and searching for the
best offers for a music events performance,
then you will get the option to choose from
multiple venues. Thus, DJs can display their
portfolio and select when they are available for
shows and allow event organisers to outbid one
another while they get some of the best offers.
With Beatbind, all the parties within the musical
events industry benefit in different ways. While
music groups let organisers and venues bid
on them, thereby increasing their revenue, the
event organisers allow musicians to bid on their
opportunity, thereby lowering their expenses.
On the other hand, the venue owners can
outsource their music event organisation to
those passionate about managing them.
AS FAR AS FANS ARE CONCERNED, THEY
BENEFIT FROM THE BEATBIND PLATFORM IN
THE FOLLOWING WAYS:
– Seamless ticketing option for all Beatbind
events.
– Accessing tickets to all Beatbind events
directly.

forgery, fraud, and ticket scalping.
– Fans get the option to return event tickets and
get a refund.
– Seamless opportunities for crowdfunding for all
Beatbind events.
– Fans get to pre-purchase tickets as and when an
event is held.
Beatbind’s advanced ticketing system supports
buying a ticket for all the events being organised
currently. This allows organisers to collect initial
capital. This innovative seamless crowdfunding
provides smaller venues with a way to invite big
stars. Besides, all the money gets refunded if the
event gets cancelled or doesn’t materialise.

A BRIEF OVERVIEW
PRODUCTS

OF

BEATBIND

As already stated above, Beatbind is one of the
leading platforms specially curated for the music
event industry. Beatbind has designed a multi-level
business that helps to tackle the numerous issues
prevailing in the music industry.

FOLLOWING ARE THE DIFFERENT LEVELS
OFFERED BY BEATBIND:
1. BeatBidder: The BeatBidder platform connects
venues, DJs, as well as other parties that form a
part of the musical event organising process. The
ecosystem connects artists, DJs, venue owners,
as well as others involved in the music events
organisation process to offer the best opportunities
to all. BeatBidder leverages an auction system to
boost revenue for high in-demand disc jockeys,
as well as venues. On the other hand, the market
size reduces costs as well as lowers barriers to
entry for everyone participating in the creation of
music events. Beatbind also takes sponsorships,
event organisation, and promotions outsourcing
among those services that can be exchanged on its
platform.
2. BeatBuy: Beatbind ensures that ticketing is a
default aspect of any music event designed on its
platform. These tickets will be sold directly through
BeatBuy and offered to Beatbind’s fan base, thereby
reducing entry barriers. This helps prevent ticket
scalping, instances of forgery, as well as the rising
secondary markets that steal nearly $8 billion on an
annual basis from the event creators. BeatBuy shall
eliminate this issue and ensure that all the money
goes back into the pockets of organisers, artists,
and businesses that design the experiences.

– Transparency in pricing, zero chances of
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3. BeatX: The BeatX app gives fans all the impact that they require for shaping the event that they are
attending, along with event-driven experiences, such as dating. Fans are thus able to access all the
newsfeeds and also engage in different ways that further help organisers to better design the events that
those very fans are planning to attend. To ensure that all transactions are authentic and further safeguard
different parties, Beatbind intends to launch an escrow protocol that refunds money when transactions fail
or while handling disputes.
4.BeatAI: BeatAI offers revenue projections as well as other heuristics that facilitate all the users of the
platform to choose who should be hired, where

HOW YOU CAN BENEFIT FROM BBND
TOKENS?
Beatbind’s ultimate aim is to ensure that Beatbind
becomes a universal digital token for the music
events organising industry. As a worldwide, trustless, as well as affordable method of payment in
comparison to the traditional ones, a crypto token
is an absolute necessity within the Beatbind ecosystem. The BBND token serves as a utility-based
token as well as a medium of exchange for different transactions that occur within the Beatbind
ecosystem. Beatbind tokens are new crypto
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tokens that will not only unify all the payment
systems in the music events industry but will also
get rid of physical cards, chips, and other different currencies for several other parties, as well as
festivals.
Beatbind will seek partnerships and cooperation
to help the industry transition towards one universal, natural payment solution, i.e. the BBND
token. Apart from this, Beatbind will also look to
list the BBND token on different open exchanges,
while providing liquidity outside of its platform.
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This will allow users to exchange the BBND token
with several other assets like USD and Bitcoin.
Apart from introducing the BBND token, Beatbind
also aims to allow fiat currency payment through
its platform, which will help make the ecosystem
appealing to a vast audience.

BEATBIND’S FUTURE IN THE MUSIC
INDUSTRY
There is no denying that the future of Beatbind in
the music industry is bright and poised towards
growth in the long run. Beatbind has introduced
a strong model of business that is non-intrusive
and flexible that further makes it flexible enough
for withstanding market shifts, as well as scalable enough for capturing a good chunk of the
value being offered on the Beatbind platform.
Any value captured on the platform will help the
Beatbind ecosystem grow, while reinforcing the
utility and fundamentals of the Beatbind tokens.
The platform will grow owing to the fees collected through all the transactions on the BeatBidder,
which will also include event organisation, artist
performances, venue leasing, etc. Beatbind will
also collect fees through the sale of tickets to
Beatbind events. Apart from this, the company
will also charge fees for the promotion of artists
as well as venues in Beatbind platform search
results. In addition to this, Beatbind will also collect fees from crowdfunding of Beatbind events
(i.e. through pre-selling tickets). The platform will
also charge a subscription fee by offering features like dating, memorabilia bidding, live song
bidding, etc. through its fan app. Additionally,
the company will also collect fees in the form of
live-song bidding and backstage access bidding
and revenue through advertising in the Beatbind
platform and application feed.

CONCLUSION
Given the above, the future of Beatbind in the
music industry looks promising. The Beatbind
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ecosystem not only helps connect music event
organisers but also connects musicians, fans,
and venues, thereby creating some of the most
memorable music events. Beatbind understands
that organising a music event, irrespective of its
size, is a manual and slow process that involves
high costs as well as connection barriers. There
are also issues like quality venues or performers
who are difficult to reach, absence of connections
that limits rising music artists, as well as new venues. Apart from this, middlemen and agencies are
inflexible and slow, as well as expensive. This is
where Beatbind offers solutions like BeatBidder,
which allows the platform to pair artists with
organisers and venues. Beatbind ensures that
every party within the music event organising
industry benefits in terms of increased revenue,
bidding opportunities, reduced expenses, and
outsourcing event organising to some highly passionate managers. Additionally, Beatbind offers
new crypto coins like BBND to facilitate fans and
music enthusiasts.
The BBND utility token not only powers the
Beatbind platform but also functions as a medium
of exchange for the entire music events industry.
The Ethereum blockchain offers all the security,
privacy as well as decentralisation that Beatbind
tokens deserve. Beatbind plans to trade BBND
tokens on different public exchanges while protecting BBND users from any price volatility during daily use.
Hence, there is no denying that Beatbind is not
only reinventing how music events/functions are
organised but also addressing some of the biggest issues of the music events organising industry through the use of blockchain. We hope this
Beatbind review was helpful!
For more information about the Beatbind platform, visit https://www.beatbind.io/ or https://
app.stex.com/en/trading/pair/USDT/BBND/1D!
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$52K Bitcoin price triggers
rally in large caps like Litecoin,
Stellar and Bitcoin Cash

El Salvador Buys Its First 200 BTC a
Day Before Its Bitcoin Law Becomes
Effective
El Salvador President Nayib Bukele announced
on Twitter that his government has bought 200
BTC on Monday, a day before the country’s
Bitcoin Law, which will make the cryptocurrency
legal tender within the Central American nation,
goes into effect.
“El Salvador has just bought it’s first 200 coins,”
he wrote. “Our brokers will be buying a lot
more as the deadline approaches. #BitcoinDay
#BTC”

Bitcoin’s steady climb toward new highs is
bringing about the usual breakout from legacy
altcoins like LTC, BCH and XLM.
Bitcoin (BTC) has been the uncontested
cryptocurrency market leader since its creator
launched the digital asset in 2009 and to date,
it continues to be the dominant force in the
industry.
This truth was put on display on Sep. 6 when
BTC price rose to the $52,000 level and ignited
a market-wide rally that lifted the price of
small- and large-cap altcoins.
When Bitcoin rallies, most of the legacy coins
like Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash, XRP and Stellar tend
to move in tandem. Now that BTC looks ready
to test new highs, let's take a look at how the
so-called 'dinosaur tokens' are doing.
LTC/USDT
Litecoin (LTC) has often been touted as the
silver to Bitcoin’s gold because its faster
protocol was partially modeled after the top
crypto, but modified to increase the token
supply and block time.

At press time, bitcoin was changing hands
at $51,883.07, up 1.84% in the past 24 hours,
according to CoinDesk 20.
Prior to Bukele’s tweet, there had been a
growing number of users on social media
platforms including Twitter and Reddit calling
for people to buy small amounts of Bitcoin in
support of El Salvador’s plan to make bitcoin
legal tender, Bloomberg reported, as many
investors are betting that the news could give
the oldest cryptocurrency a price boost.
In June, Bukele announced that the Bitcoin Law
would go into effect on Sept. 7. His government
will use the Chivo e-wallet, preloaded with
US$30 of bitcoin for everyone who downloads
it.
El Salvador’s government has also been working
on building infrastructure to support the new
Bitcoin Law, including creating a $150 million
bitcoin trust to facilitate exchange between
bitcoin and U.S. dollars in the country.

One notable modification to the blockchain
over the past few years was the addition of
Mimblewimble technology to help increase
user privacy and network scalability.
Read more...
Read more...
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Since cryptocurrency platforms keep popping up
each passing day, all that’s left is for miners to stay
updated with the upcoming one. That information is
essential because it makes it easy to make the right
decision when choosing one. First, some platforms
are a scam, and that’s something every investor
will have to avoid, like a plague, to avoid incurring
losses.
Even when it comes to legit platforms, some
are better than others, explaining the need to
understand them comprehensively if you want
to choose one of the best, if not the best, crypto
investment platforms. That’s why this piece focuses
on one of them, the Miningwatchdog.
It leaves no stone unturned regarding this peerto-peer cryptocurrency investing platform, not
forgetting its decentralised multi-utility tokens. So,
let’s dive into it without much ado as we unveil
everything you need to know about the platform.

services to cloud mining platforms.
That’s where the Miningwatchdog platform comes
in. It combines blockchain and cryptocurrency,
among other features, to monitor crypto mining.
It also keeps an eye on the various devices by
providing necessary information and live updates.
If you are a crypto miner trying to figure out how,
where, and when to mine cryptocurrencies, that’s
an excellent place to find out such information,
no doubt. The platform allows you to buy or sell
cryptos, altcoins, crypto mining equipment, and
hash rate. Furthermore, it has mining pool servers
and serves as a great and advanced escrow system.
We will be discussing these in detail shortly.

WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS WITH CRYPTO
MINING?
It is no secret that it hasn’t been a smooth ride for
crypto miners. The various problems facing the
industry are a clear indication that it hasn’t been
easy. They include:

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF CRYPTO MINING
AND MININGWATCHDOG
First, getting started has proven to be quite
The growth of cryptocurrencies over the last few
years has been notably rapid. What do you expect
when more and more people are getting interested
in them each passing day? The likes of Bitcoin
and Ethereum are some of the most popular and
rapidly growing cryptocurrencies. As the demand
for these cryptocurrencies increases, crypto mining
follows suit. In addition to that, the rise of many
mining platforms has also boosted the mining sector
significantly. Miners have several options to think
about when crypto mining, from remote hosting
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challenging. That’s due to the need for hashing
power since blockchain networks need it for
transactions’ confirmations. Consequently, miners
require various pieces of equipment to happen.
They have two options to handle it, and none of
them is straightforward. One of them is to look for
a reliable miner, and one must admit that it can
be hard to come across one. On the other hand,
the other option is setting aside money to acquire
the necessary mining equipment, which is quite
expensive.
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contracts you get into are fair.
Secondly, chances of losing investment are high,
especially when dealing with various cloud mining
organisations. These companies are usually strict,
and their unfair contracts make the situation worse.
Since they are single entities, one can only expect
a single service from them. They are at liberty to
terminate the miner’s contract at any time resulting
in loss of investment when they decide to do so.
It is important to note that platforms don’t combine
hash rate services and cryptocurrency marketplaces,
posing another issue. Therefore, you will need to
buy or rent mining equipment first. Once you mine,
you then start looking for a place to buy and sell
coins mined.
HOW DOES MININGWATCHDOG HELP SOLVE
CRYPTO PROBLEMS?
Fortunately, Miningwatchdog has several solutions
to various mining problems. Let’s discuss them in
detail.
For example, it is a cheap alternative to any crypto
miner looking for mining equipment. After all, the
peer-to-peer marketplace puts used yet effective
mining equipment at your disposal, and the prices
are also pocket-friendly. Therefore, for anyone
looking for GPU and ASIC miners, that’s a place to
go to, and you need not break the bank to acquire
one.
If you find it impossible to afford the mining
equipment, all is not lost since Miningwatchdog
also sells hash rate. Besides affordability, the mining
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Mining is also not the only way of pocketing coins
as far as this platform is concerned. On the contrary,
you can also get them as a reward for participating
in the ICO. The participants get to pocket their
Smartchain Tokens, MSC.
Last but not least, Miningwatchdog maintains a high
level of transparency. It is achieved by recording
every transaction and activity on an Ethereum
blockchain.
WHAT IS THE MSC TOKEN?
MSC token is an ERC 20 token that’s the primary
currency when transacting the Miningwatchdog
platform and is based on the Ethereum blockchain.
Upon submitting a request, it will be sent to a peerto-peer network comprising many computer nodes.
Their role is to verify every transaction and add the
required details to the Ethereum blockchain upon
their confirmation. Its significant use is buying and
selling goods on this marketplace whenever a need
arises.
THE 3 TOKEN SALES EVENTS
Below is a discussion of some of the events to look
out for regarding MSC token sales.
PRE-SALE
Miningwatchdog has a pre-sale on 30th August
2021. The price of an MSC stands at $0.5, whereas
the total of available tokens is 40 million MSC.
PUBLIC TOKEN SALE
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Another sale event will take place between 14th
September 2021 and 18th September 2021. Within
this period of the public sale, the price per MSC will
be $1.5. As for the tokens, the amount is up to 43
million MSC.
PRIVATE TOKEN SALE
Once the previous event lapses, the next one will
be a private sale between 6th October 2021 and
20th October 2021. This event will take place in two
phases, and these are the details.
– 1st Phase
The first phase will have a vesting period of 4
months. The price per MSC will be $2.5, whereas the
limit will be 50 million MSC.
– 2nd Phase
On the other hand, the vesting period of the second
phase will be two months. The price will go up to $4
for every MSC. Last but not least, the trading limit
will be 50 million MSC.
The distribution of the ICO sales is as follows:
Pre-sale takes up to 8% whereas public sale takes a
slightly high percentage, 8.6%. On the other hand,
private sale’s limit is 20%, and strategic sales will
account for 6%.

WHAT ARE THE FEATURES OF THE MSC
PLATFORM?
Miningwatchdog is a marketplace that has several
incredible features. They include transparency,
decentralisation, and programmability, and this is
how they benefit the investor.
Decentralisation: It eliminates the importance of
having a centralised authority. That eliminates the
chance of the platform failing at a single point.
Programmable: Technology has many ways of
making things easy, and embracing it is something a
miner should consider any day when it is available.
Fortunately, this MSC platform has made it available.
Consequently, transaction recipients can either be
human or smart contracts.
Transparency: Equally important, Miningwatchdog
is a marketplace that records every transaction.
The records are also available publicly, and they will
remain unchanged forever regardless of time.
Use Cases of the Tokens
Besides features, the token also has several use
cases:
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ADVANCED ESCROW SYSTEM
With scammers taking every opportunity they get
to exploit people; this use case is important. Its
sole purpose is to eliminate such opportunities by
ensuring that the seller doesn’t receive the payment
until the buyer is satisfied with a particular product.
Under such circumstances, the chances of getting
scammed reduce if not becoming zero. There is
also the peace of mind that comes with doing a
transparent, secure transaction. That’s what this use
case is all about.
The involved parties can include choosing open or
anonymous options. As the names suggest, the
open option means that the buyers and sellers
transact openly. Through a live video conference,
the parties agree on the sale in the presence of a
Miningwatchdog agent. Besides video conferencing,
a live chat may also apply, and all the necessary
parties are included, not forgetting the escrow
agent.
As for the anonymous option, no escrow agent from
the platform is involved. The entire transaction is a
secret explaining the high risk involved in this case.
That said and done, the escrow system ensures that
the seller doesn’t get the payment until the buyer
approves the product.
CRYPTO TO CRYPTO EXCHANGE
Additionally, the platform is no different from typical
exchange platforms for crypto-to-crypto exchange.
However, you must be a verified Miningwatchdog
member to have this privilege. Another condition
for the approval is being a miner who has recently
carried out cryptocurrency mining. If that’s the case,
it will be easy to exchange your crypto and another
one. Equally important, one can buy cryptocurrency
using supported fiat with ease.
HASHRATE SALES P2P
For someone unwilling to buy mining equipment
or join a cloud mining company, peer-to-peer hash
rate sales is a great option. It is also suitable for
miners with power issues, which is common in
underdeveloped or developing countries. Under
such circumstances, mining can be hard, but the
platform makes it easier as a marketplace that sells
mining power, often called mining hash rate.
If you are wondering how it works, miners choose
to sell the crypto mining power of their equipment
to the public. That earns them a place in the pool
of miners. All participants get to share the profit
equally depending on the hashing power they
contribute to the pool.
CRYPTO MINING EQUIPMENT P2P MARKETPLACE
Another use case is serving as a marketplace for
crypto mining equipment. It is important to note
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that the equipment is usually used hence comes
at an affordable price. Despite being used, expect
high-quality mining equipment. Whether you are a
buyer or a seller dealing with this equipment, rest
assured that Miningwatchdog will ensure that the
transaction you undertake becomes successful.

North America, Asia, and Europe. They also support
commonly mined coins, ASIC and GPU mined coins.
With a list of various pools at your disposal, it
also becomes easy for a user to compare them,
and that’s important when determining the most
convenient and profitable one to mine on.

As for the buyers, you have an opportunity to buy
great mining equipment without having to break the
bank. Don’t make a mistake that some of the crypto
miners have made in the past. For instance, some of
them have had to pay too much for the equipment
only to find that what they got wasn’t worth what
they paid in return. There is also a great benefit
of buying used products. In most cases, especially
when using such a trustworthy marketplace, you
get to take home something amazing at a relatively
low price.

CONCLUSION

On the other hand, sellers get to post their offers
and ads on the platform. Besides making it easy for
buyers to find mining equipment, it simplifies finding
a buyer that is beneficial to the seller.

From the above discussion, it is evident that
Miningwatchdog is multifaceted. It also has various
ways of solving problems facing the crypto mining
sector. The platform has remarkable features,
including decentralisation, transparency, and
programmability. These are some things that
investors should pay attention to at all times.
MSC token has proven to have several use cases,
too, and their advantages are impressive. Last
but not least, the marketplace has ICO tokens,
and that’s a fantastic cryptocurrency investment
opportunity an investor should take advantage of,
indeed. Since the details, including dates and limits,
are at your disposal, the ball is now on your court.

MINING POOL SERVERS
In this case, crypto miners come together to
form a mining pool. Each one of them contributes
computing power used to mine cryptocurrencies.
At the end of the day, success mining means getting
cryptocurrency tokens. Every participant receives
a share of what the mining pool makes collectively.
Nevertheless, the amount may differ from one miner
to another since it depends on how much power the
individual contributed to the mining pool.

References:

Notably, the individual miners will have to prove
their work or processing power contributed to the
mining pool. The servers are in three continents,

https://token.miningwatchdog.com/
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https://token.miningwatchdog.com/docs/MSC_
onepager.pdf
https://token.miningwatchdog.com/docs/MSC_
Whitepaper.pdf
https://token.miningwatchdog.com/docs/overview.
pdf

https://miningwatchdog.com/blog/
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Financial Giant SBI
Aims to Launch
Crypto Fund
Featuring Five Digital
Assets: Report

J
94% Financial
Industry Pioneers
say Digital Assets
will Replace Fiat in
5-10 Years: Deloitte
Report

P

articipation in
the age of digital
assets is not an
option—it is inevitable,”
says the report, as
digital assets have a
fundamental impact
on deposits and with
organizations’ current
business models at
stake.
An impressive 97% of
the financial services
industry (FSI) Pioneers
and more than threequarters of all respondents see blockchain
and digital assets as a
way to gain competitive advantage reports
Deloitte 2021 Global
Blockchain Survey.
The survey was conducted between late
March and early April
2021 as a way to gain
insights into overall attitudes and investments
in blockchain and digital
assets. It polled 1,280
senior executives and

practitioners in the US,
the UK, Mainland China,
Germany, Japan, Hong
Kong, Singapore, South
Africa, and the United
Arab Emirates.

apanese financial
giant SBI Holdings
is reportedly
launching the country’s
first cryptocurrency
fund.

Bloomberg reports that
the fund will invest in
Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum
(ETH), XRP, Bitcoin Cash
(BCH), Litecoin (LTC)
and possibly other crypto assets.
Tomoya Asakura,
president of SBI affiliate
Morningstar Japan K.K,
says the fund primarily
targets individual investors who are aware of
the associated risks of
cryptocurrencies and

According to the survey,
nearly 80% of respondents said that digital
assets would be “very/
somewhat important”
to their respective
industries in the next 24
months.
“The business imperative of adopting blockchain and digital assets
is growing noticeably, as
organizations increasingly accept that their
current business models
are at stake,” noted the
report.

Read more...
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SBI aims to launch the
fund by the end of
November and if all
goes well, Asakura says
that the firm will quickly
roll out a second one.
He says the financial
conglomerate may also
consider launching a
fund primarily aimed
at institutional investors if there is sufficient
demand.
It took SBI four years to
materialize its plans for
a crypto fund because
of Japan’s stringent
regulations on digital
assets. Despite these
strict rules, Japan’s
crypto industry is pushing forward.

who can invest at least 1
million yen ($9,112) to 3
million yen ($27,336).

“I want people to hold
it together with other
assets and experience
firsthand how useful it
can be for diversifying
portfolios.”
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Gold Secured Currency is the world’s first growth
token and the first token with an increasing asset
value. GSX offers its owners the benefits of a
minimum asset value, similar to that of stable
cryptocurrency, and the ability to grow in value. GSX
blends the advantages of the best stable coins and
cryptocurrencies into a single trust-secured coin
that offers the best of both worlds.
Starting with the trust-backed assets, the projected
asset value will be .046 cents percent of the total
asset value. As the value of trust-backed assets
continues to rise, the value of the GSX will rise as a
result.
GSX has been listed on several cryptocurrency
exchanges and can be invested in directly with
fiat money through Instant Invest which allows you
to invest fiat in the crypto and withdraw a higher
fiat amount as GSX grows. However, to invest
through exchanges, you may still get this coin by
first purchasing USDT, BTC or ETH from any fiat-tocrypto exchange. You can then purchase this coin
from an exchange that trades it.

WHAT EXACTLY IS GSX?
Gold Secured Currency (GSX) is a growth token
that rewards its holders with income in exchange
for maintaining the value of their assets. GSX is
a trust-backed token that appreciates over time,
and it combines the advantageous qualities of
cryptocurrency, stable coin, and investment coin
into a single coin. The currency is maintained on the
Apollo Blockchain, ensuring that valid, decentralised
transactions are carried out without interference
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faster than other blockchains.
Gold Secured Currency has around several acres
of property in Zimbabwe that is used for gold
and platinum mining. All commissions from token
transactions are used to further the development of
the company infrastructure and their mining fields
and precious metals. In the same way, the process
will increase the coins’ immeasurable value in the
long run. GSX holders may be assured that the
coin’s worth will never be lower than the combined
value of all of the coin’s backing assets, which
include gold, secured gold, gold ore, land rights,
and a gold and platinum group mine, among other
things.

HOW GSX SECURES INVESTMENTS WITH
GOLD
By investing in GSX, token holders will be transformed
into trust beneficiaries. Beneficiaries will be assured
security of their investment and don’t need to worry
about losing the complete value of their investment
if something were to happen to the company. Half
of the mines’ income will be used to maintain and
improve the token’s infrastructure.
Investing in GSX ensures that the value of your
coins can increase over time, while also providing
you with investment security thanks to a minimum
asset value. Furthermore, investors are not subject
to any limits on their holdings and can redeem them
at any time. Stakeholders who redeem their coins
can receive equal gold value, subject to availability.
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BENEFITS OF GSX
INCREASES IN MONETARY VALUE
Another noteworthy attribute of the GSX is that its
value is only expected to increase in the future. First
and foremost, it is backed by gold and gold-bearing
territory. The worth of these two items has always
increased over time. The current market’s trends do
not portend a different conclusion in the future. It is
expected that the coin’s worth, and thus, the value
of the holder’s investment, will continue to rise for
the foreseeable future.
STAKEHOLDERS WHO BENEFIT FROM GOLD
MINING
As a result, holders of GSX will automatically acquire
increased value from the GSX asset-backed trust
as a result of the gold mining that Gold Secured
Currency will establish. The holders of GSX will
automatically become the beneficiaries of all of the
infrastructure and investments that this firm will
have. These investments will be reinvested into
GSX and raise its value and the value held by GSX
investors.
TRANSPARENCY
Even though the first cryptocurrency was introduced
more than a decade ago, a large portion of the
population is still unfamiliar with how digital assets
work. As a result, potential investors may find it
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difficult to place their trust in a company. Investors in
cryptocurrency investment initiatives, such as Initial
Coin Offerings (ICOs), must confirm the existence of
gold-backed reserves, just as they would in other
types of investments. Apollo Fintech is concerned
with the security of its investors and will allow thirdparty auditing of their assets as part of its business
model. Third-party auditors will check the assets
regularly and make their reports available to the
public. The information on the asset valuation will
be made available to potential investors, and they
will be kept informed about the safety of their
investment.
HOLDERS HAS THE LEGAL RIGHT TO SELL
Holders of the GSX coin have the option to sell the
coin back to Apollo Fintech. The price at which they
sell it back will be determined by the current market
value of the company’s gold stock. Alternatively,
they may choose to sell the coins to third parties
using Apollo’s Knox Exchange or another compatible
exchange platform.
THE TOKEN’S REDEEMABILITY IS AN IMPORTANT
CONSIDERATION
Anyone who owns GSX coins worth $200,000 or
more can redeem them through Apollo’s token
programme, which the company runs. The liquidity
of the holder is improved as a result of this gesture.
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ARE GSX TOKENS AS PROFITABLE AS
OTHER CRYPTOCURRENCIES?
Gold Secured Currency (GSX) introduces a new asset
backing trend: asset-trust backing complemented
by gold backing. Gold is the most stable and reliable
investment asset available today. It has maintained a
high level of value for more than 3,000 years.
Since the cryptocurrency market is extremely volatile,
the use of gold as a backing for stable coins helps to
ensure their long-term stability. As a result, users of the
GSX are given the assurance that their assets will not
depreciate beyond the minimum value set. Users have
the option to redeem their GSX coin investments if
there are any issues with their investments. When they
redeem their stable token, they will receive the amount
of gold equivalent to the value of their stable coin.
The developers of the GSX asset own over
3,000 acres of gold-bearing and gold-rich land in
Zimbabwe, which they use to mine gold. The value
of GSX will be backed by 50% of the profits from
gold mining projects annually. Amounts paid for land
and mining assets will be used to further bolster the
assets’ value. This will ensure that the value of stable
tokens remains high in the long run.

FOR BOTH BEGINNERS AND SEASONED
EXPERTS
The number of users and the number of transactions
in the cryptocurrency market have skyrocketed
in recent years. According to a recent analysis by
Kaspersky, at least 19% of the world’s population
has purchased and utilised cryptocurrency as of the
beginning of 2019. Considering that cryptography
has only been around for a little more than a decade,
this is a significant increase. A significant portion of
the world’s population, on the other hand, is still
wary about cryptocurrency. One of the reasons
for hesitancy is the lack of a strong cryptographic
system that integrates all essential services while
also focusing on future development. Unfortunately,
that shortfall is being addressed by Apollo Fintech,
a major blockchain-based organisation. It has
launched GSX, a growth token with a wealth of
features and a gold backing. The coin incorporates
all of the necessary elements to provide investors
with the finest possible investment experience in the
cryptocurrency world.
The characteristics listed above distinguish GSX
from every other stable token available in the crypto
industry. Traditional currencies have no intrinsic
value to back them up. As a result, they are more
susceptible to price drops, resulting in significant
losses for cryptocurrency investors.
THE VOLATILITY OF CRYPTOCURRENCY DOES

NOT AFFECT THE GSX
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The volatility of cryptocurrency has less of an impact
on the value of the GSX index. The gold backing
ensures that the coin will not exceed a particular
threshold, resulting in a decrease in value. It is the
only growth coin in the world that has seen its value
improve over time. Achieving high liquidity for the
coins is likewise a simple process. Keep in mind
that GSX is not just any ordinary currency; it also
possesses crypto-asset characteristics. As a result,
it is the most diversified of all the cryptocurrencies
currently in circulation worldwide. The desire for
diversity increases, and as a result, the liquidity of
the asset increases.
Furthermore, the Apollo Blockchain linked to
the GSX boosts the liquidity of the stable coin
in circulation. The Apollo Blockchain is capable
of hosting a national currency and the National
Payment Platform, which is compatible with CBDCs.
The site will also host the Apollo Dex, which will
allow for the exchange of cryptocurrencies and
fiat currency in a matter of seconds. While the
blockchain’s existing features are important, they
are only a small element of the company’s grand
vision for the future. According to current plans, the
best social networking platform of all time is even
being considered for implementation.
Higher returns in investments are critical in an
ever-expanding decentralised economy when profit
margins are tight. Gold Secured Currency is the
answer to most issues about the proper actions to
take when deciding where to invest your money.

CONCLUSION
As a gold-backed cryptocurrency, GSX brings
together various features to provide consumers with
a comprehensive experience. The coin’s worth will
always increase faster than the value of the assets that
support it. The company’s regulations are transparent
because of the frequent auditing that takes place. The
company further protects the long-term security and
viability of the coin, allowing it to operate smoothly. As
we watch other big relationships in many sectors, we
conclude that GSX has more to give.
Investing in Gold Secured Currency is the best
cryptocurrency investment you can make. The
features provided by the development team are
intended to improve the financial ecosystem that
exists in the cryptocurrency industry. The coin’s value
is increasing in perpetuity, making it a one-of-a-kind
cryptocurrency and growth token at the same time.
In addition to the fact that gold, one of the world’s
most valuable metals, backs the value of the growth
token, it is also a less volatile and consequently
more secure metal. As a result, it is a given that
the GSX coin will attract even more investors (and
traditional investors) into the cryptocurrency field in
the future. Gold Secured Currency (GSX) is and will
continue to be the ultimate crypto investment.
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UK’s Financial
Watchdog says, No
Real-World Cash
Flows Underpinning
the Price of Digital
Tokens, Not Even
Bitcoin
It’s Not About Taxes,
Congress is Coming
After the Entire US
Crypto Industry

A

little over a year
ago, Senegaleseborn songwriter
Akon proposed to
build a new city worth
around $6 billion that
would be the “beacon
of innovation and
human development” in
Senegal.
At inception, the proposal was greeted
with much glamor and
enthusiasm, however, a
year after and little to
nothing has been done
except laying of its
foundation stone.
While Akon, undeniably,
had big dreams and
plans for the city —he
made several references to the popular
fictional African city
in the Black Panther
movie, Wakanda— the
locals who had believed
that the new city would
usher in a new wave of
development and progress are beginning to
view it as another failed
promise.

Locals losing faith in the
project
A local, Jules Thiamane,
who has experience
in the tourism sector
shared the sentiment of
other locals about the
project.
According to him, the
project was launched
with many “speeches
and promises” however, he continued
that, “compared to
everything that was
announced, I don’t think
we have seen much
yet.” This view was also
shared by another local,
Ahmeth Deme, a student, who felt that the
project might have been
canceled.
The gloomy picture
painted above is not
shared by all the locals.
The president of the
Mbodiene village youth
association, David Seck
Sene, declared that he
still has hope for the
project and that a project of that magnitude
could not just stop.

Britain's Financial
Conduct Authority
(FCA) said Monday that
creating a regulatory
regime for the
cryptocurrency industry
will take careful thought.
Britain’s finance ministry
already had a public
consultation as to

whether some cryptoasset promotions need
regulation.
“There are no assets or
real world cash flows
underpinning the price
of speculative digital
tokens, even the better
known ones like Bitcoin,
and many cannot even
boast a scarcity value,”
FCA Chair Charles
Randell said in a speech.
“We simply don’t know
when or how this story
will end, but – as with

According to Randell,
there are two areas
where the regulators
should take action; one
is to reduce the damage
from the promotion of
cryptocurrencies, and
the other is to stop the

contagion at authorized
firms from unregulated
activities in these
assets.
In the past few months,
the FCA issued
warnings against the
leading cryptocurrency
exchange Binance
and banned it from
undertaking any
regulated activity. The
watchdog said the
exchange isn't capable
of being supervised
properly.

Read more...

Read more...
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any new speculation – it
may not end well.”
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Cryptocurrencies have grown into a trillion-dollar
business, causing a wave of financial disruption
around the world. Cryptocurrencies have a long
history of innovation that dates back to the 1980s
when cryptography developments were made.
Since then, a succession of events has impacted
the crypto world, the most notable of which is the
first cryptocurrency, Bitcoin. Despite its meteoric
rise over the past 12 years, financial services for
Bitcoin have been reluctant to emerge, owing to its
fundamental lack of stability and adoption.
Because of its substantial price fluctuation,
mainstream banks will not accept a Bitcoin loan,
making Bitcoin a poor asset for accurately planning
any investment.
Things move fast in the crypto world, and
decentralised finance (DeFi) is a trend right now.
The shift from old, centralised financial institutions
to peer-to-peer finance enabled by decentralised
technology built on the Ethereum blockchain is
known as decentralised finance or DeFi. The Ferrum
Network is a project that is working to create
a DeFi ecosystem that interacts across chains
and eliminates hurdles to mainstream adoption,
developed by distributed-systems professionals
with industry-leading experience from some of the
world’s most well-known IT firms.

THE ROLE OF THE FERRUM NETWORK IN
BLOCKCHAIN ADOPTION

acceptance of cryptocurrencies and blockchain
deployments for real-world financial applications:
sluggish transaction speeds and a lack of network
interoperability.
A fiat gateway, crypto custody, an integrated wallet,
risk-free over-the-counter (OTC) trading, and peerto-peer payments are all included in the Ferrum
product line. Ferrum Network also has a mobile
messaging software that allows users to send
crypto payments via text message! In the Ferrum
Network ecosystem, the native Ferrum Network
utility coin (FRM) is extremely important. The FRM
token and the linked UniFyre Wallet are becoming
a significant part of many people’s daily lives as the
platform grows in popularity.

WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS WITH TOKEN
BRIDGES TODAY?
Cross-chain technology is gradually becoming a
popular topic of conversation, as it is considered
the ultimate solution for improving blockchain
interoperability. In layman’s words, cross-chain
technology is a new technology that aims to allow
value and information to be transferred between
multiple blockchain networks. The cross-chain
protocol ensures that blockchains may communicate
with one another, allowing for exchanging value
and information between them. Combining such
protocols with decentralised public chains can
develop the foundation for widespread adoption
and usage of the blockchain.

The Ferrum Network is a high-speed interoperability
network that was intended to address two
major issues that have hindered the widespread
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Cross-blockchain interoperability enables multiple blockchains to communicate without the use of
intermediaries. This means that blockchains with similar networks will be able to trade value with one
another. Businesses will no longer have to struggle just with clients on the network on which the business
is based while using it in a business ecosystem. Instead, businesses will be able to transact with clients
on other blockchains that are compatible. There would be no downtime or high transaction costs during
the entire process. Cross blockchain interoperability will provide blockchain networks with an effective
mechanism of value transmission, much as it did with the Internet of Value.
People have mostly been unable to reap the full benefits of ledger technology since the chains operate in
isolation. People have been unable to fully benefit from blockchain technology because of the incapacity
of multiple blockchains to communicate with one another. Cross-chain technology aims to address all of
these concerns by providing interoperability between blockchains, allowing them to communicate and
share information more easily. Despite these conveniences, presently, there are some problems with Token
Bridges. These are:
IT HAS RESTRICTED ACCESS
The majority of projects on today’s major cross-chain bridges are purely larger-cap projects. As a result,
present solutions erect a large barrier to entry for new projects. Their community members are unable to
make use of the advantages that cross-chain exchanging provides.
IT IS HARD TO USE
Some cross-chain bridge solutions have a lot of space for improvement in terms of user experience. As a
user, it can feel like you need to read a whitepaper to figure out how to shift tokens between chains.
THIRD-PARTY INVOLVEMENT
The present cross-chain bridge solutions on the market are designed in such a way that they bring needless
third-party exposure into the token swapping process. Furthermore, in many circumstances, the bridge
technology provider manages and controls the liquidity, necessitating projects and community members
to place their trust in the bridge technology provider.

HOW DOES THE FERRUM NETWORK’S CROSS-CHAIN TOKEN BRIDGE WORK?
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One of the Ferrum Network’s key principles is
interoperability. The Ferrum Network Token Bridge
makes token transfers between Ethereum and
Polygon Chain, as well as with Binance Smart Chain,
simple and quick. This is also displayed in a simple
user interface and is a cost-effective means for
transferring assets between ERC-20, MATIC, and
BEP-20.

quickest and most secure Cross-Chain Token Bridge.
If you wish to exchange your BEP20 tokens for
MATIC tokens right now, you’ll have to go through
a long process. It’s as simple as clicking “Swap” on
the Ferrum Network-powered Cross-Chain Token
Bridge which will be available in the very near future.

make its token cross-chain instantly compatible.

Ferrum’s objective is to aid in the general adoption
of blockchains by assisting other organisations and
projects in the development, launch, and operation
of blockchains while using it’s fast interoperability
network to provide multitude of products to benefit
the projects and community.

WHAT TECHNOLOGY DOES FERRUM
USE TO ACCELERATE BLOCKCHAIN
The Ferrum Cross-Chain Token Bridge will offer a
white-label solution for any project that wants to ADOPTION?
The goal of this project is to lower the hurdles
to cryptocurrency adoption. The Ferrum Network
Cross-Chain Token Bridge’s launch is a big step
toward allowing crypto projects to expand their
impact across many major crypto ecosystems. Here
is the solution that the Ferrum Network’s Crosschain Token Bridge provides:
IT IS OPEN TO ALL
The Ferrum Network Cross-Chain Token Bridge,
unlike most significant bridges on the market today,
is open to projects at any stage. Furthermore,
the Ferrum Premium Token Bridge white-label
deployment may be tailored to meet the needs
of a wide range of corporate use cases, making it
a good fit for both new initiatives and established
enterprises.
UX FOR THE APPLICATION
Our goal while designing UX for our applications
is to make the experience as simple as possible so
that no guide or help video is required to use the
solutions we’re developing. We built a simple in-app
step-by-step guided process that leads the user
through the Ferrum Network Cross-Chain Token
Bridge’s 5 Steps to trade tokens. This is only the
first iteration of our new user experience strategy.
We will continue to provide delightful experiences
that make interacting with and using any of our
applications a lot of fun.
A TRUSTLESS SOLUTION FOR A TRUSTLESS
INDUSTRY
Projects don’t have to rely on a third party to
manage the liquidity of their tokens on the Ferrum
Network Cross-Chain Token Bridge. They have
complete control over their cash flow. This is just the
first iteration of our Cross-Chain Token Bridge; as
the product evolves, we will continue to add more
decentralised security protocols to the bridge.
The Ferrum Network’s Cross-Chain Token Bridge
is a ground-breaking innovation that will allow
assets to be transferred between Ethereum, BSC,
and Polygon (MATIC) without the need for an
intermediary chain. The Ferrum Network CrossChain Token Bridge is poised to be the industry’s
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One of the services is Ferrum’s Blockchain as
a Service (BaaS) offering lies at its core. BaaS
providers effectively “host” projects on top of their
blockchain and offer services to help support their
clients, seeing the underlying need for an easier
approach to utilise blockchain technology. This
is similar to the services provided by typical web
server hosts, but Ferrum goes above and beyond.
One of the most difficult issues for new projects
emerging on blockchains is the volatility of their
token prices. Once a product is published, prices
often climb quickly before plummeting, and investors
may lose interest and move on. Ferrum addresses
this by providing a Staking as a Service (SaaS)
solution to all of their clients. Staking is the process
of a token holder “locking” any number of their
tokens for a set period of time. These token holders
are then rewarded with tokens or other assets, such
as NFTs. Staked coins are essential for new projects
since they eliminate market liquidity and encourage
investors to hold rather than sell. This will frequently
provide a project with a pricing floor when there
would otherwise be none.
Offering a token to the general public has its own set
of challenges. Armies of bots grab tokens from real
investors when projects make their initial exchange
listing. These bots cause prices to spike frequently
by multiples of the initial listing price, denying
regular investors the opportunity to participate at
a reasonable price. At some point, the bots start
selling their coins, causing the price to collapse,
leaving investors with tokens they overpaid for and
the project with a token that is losing value. Except
for the bot operators, no one wins. The idea of
Ferrum’s solution to this problem is simple: block the
bots from trading. Ferrum blacklists addresses that
appear to be bot addresses, preventing them from
trading on protected tokens.
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Ferrum’s most recent offering has likewise proven
to be popular. With the introduction of cross-chain
swapping and trading, projects are discovering
that adding liquidity across various blockchains is
becoming increasingly vital. Ferrum has developed
a white label Token Bridge that allows projects
and people to connect their tokens to Ethereum,
Binance Smart Chain, and Polygon blockchains
(formerly known as Matic). Ferrum’s Token Bridge
is already a highly sought-after addition to their line
of services as cross-chain adoption continues to
gain traction. Ferrum’s BaaS operation is now giving
this innovative technology to businesses wishing to
shift on-chain with simplicity, thanks to the boom
of cryptocurrency markets and the widespread
adoption of blockchains.

FERRUM WHITE
EXPLAINED

LABEL

SOLUTION

White Label Solutions boost crypto and traditional
projects, making it easier for them to get their
products to market. Ferrum’s white-label blockchain
solutions have become well-known and popular in
the market. Ferrum’s white-label staking technology
is already being used by more than 90 projects
totalling more than $30 million in TVL. The CrossChain Token Bridge is being added to an already
popular service. The white-label deployment of the
Ferrum Network Cross-Chain Token Bridge solution
will allow projects to rapidly make their tokens
swappable between several chains.
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The Ferrum Network Cross-Chain Token Bridge can
be deployed as a fully-managed solution without
contributing to the project’s technical debt or
delaying development objectives. The Ferrum
Network Cross-Chain Token Bridge can also be
deployed as a self-hosted solution for enterprise or
large-scale deployments. The bridge’s white-label
deployment has a built-in deflationary mechanism
that allows projects to set “Bridge Fees” in their
native token per swap. These fees can be burned,
used as community awards, or used to fund the
project’s expansion and R&D.

CONCLUSION
Ferrum has taken strategic decisions from the
beginning with the goal of finding customers and
creating something useful. This may appear obvious
to outsiders, but in the crypto industry, there are still
many major enterprises that are based completely
on promises and do not do anything.
With the rise of DeFi applications, other platforms
may face stiff competition from plenty of new
initiatives. Ferrum Network, on the other hand, is
already well-established and on its way to becoming
a major player in the DeFi space.
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Former Huobi Exec
Launches $25M Fund
Seeking to Bridge
CeFi, DeFi and the
Metaverse

A
Twitter To Allow
Users Receive
Bitcoin And
Ethereum Via Its Tip
Jar Feature

S

oon Twitter
may allow its
subscribers to
include Ethereum and
Bitcoin cryptos in their
portfolios for receiving
crypto tips.
Alessandro Paluzzi, in a
tweet, backed the claim
confirming that Twitter
is working hard to
achieve this aim. It will
enable users to add the
two crypto addresses to
their profile to get tips
through Tip Jar Feature.
Alessandro, the app
developer, added.
Related Reading |
Singapore Central Bank
Selects 15 Firms For
Retailing CBDC
5 BTC + 300 Free Spins
for new players & 15
BTC + 35.000 Free
Spins every month,
only at mBitcasino. Play
Now!

announced this past
May. He stated on
September 2nd that
‘users needless to link
a Strike account to
include the cryptos to
their profiles.’ Paluzzi
displayed a screenshot
showing how Twitter
notifies users when
to get tips in crypto
through the microblogging site.
Twitter Will Reward
Users With Bitcoin
Twitter’s Tip Jar feature
will let journalists,
creators, and non-profit
organizations earn from
their tweets using tips.
In addition, the microblogging site gives
users the opportunity
of sharing links in
their Venmo accounts,
Patreon, Bandcamp,
Cash App, and PayPal.

former executive
at crypto
exchange
Huobi has launched an
inaugural fund of a littleknown venture capital
firm backed by some
of the industry’s top
institutions.
OP Crypto Capital
Management Ltd.,
formed two months ago
and announced Monday
by the former senior
investment director
of Huobi Capital,
David Gan, aims to
bridge centralized and
decentralized finance
with the Metaverse.
Gan was also recently
the former managing
director of Huobi
Labs, the exchange’s
blockchain incubator
which began in 2017.

Mirana Ventures, The
Brooker Group and
Digital Currency Group,
the parent company of
CoinDesk.
OP Crypto says it plans
to achieve its lofty goal
by investing in projects
it believes will help
shape the future of
corporate governance
and transfer power
from centralized entities
to content creators in
the upcoming Web 3.0
ecosystem.
Gan told CoinDesk in
an interview that the
firm’s fund had targeted
a soft cap of around
$25 million but was
oversubscribed by an
as yet undetermined
amount that “should
end up well above the
initial soft cap mark.”

The firm is backed by
Huobi Ventures, Galaxy
Digital’s Vision Hill,
Bybit’s investment arm

Read more...

Believing Paluzzi means
that Twitter is to update
its Tip Jar feature, as

Read more...

Over the past 18 months, DeFi protocols have
taken the crypto markets by storm. There has been
an unprecedented rise in the total value locked
(TVL) of DeFi tokens. Now, as many institutional
investors are jumping the DeFi bandwagon as retail
and private investors, the data released by the
top cryptocurrency exchanges reveal that more
and more conventional investment giants are now
betting big on decentralised finance.
Lately, we have been introducing our readers to
promising upcoming and ongoing projects that we
see are spinning investor eyeballs. While the DeFi
space is yet to mature, some issues have been
disenchanting investors. The challenge to find the
best DeFi project and the top rewarding token
becomes more challenging as the options seem to
be plenty. However, not all projects are the same
and not one box fits all. Kaiken Inu is a promising
DeFi project that has garnered investor attention,
compelling us to discuss the project further. In
this article, we will go in-depth with our Kaiken Inu
review and explore what it has to offer.
WHAT IS THE KAIKEN INU PROJECT?
Kaiken Inu is a DeFi project but with a difference.
It is a feature-packed, deflationary token with a
complete ecosystem that is perfectly created to
help mid-cap investors looking to tap into the DeFi
markets. Strategically, the project also leverages
the power of meme tokens. Kaiken Inu calls
itself a decentralised staking token on Ethereum
Network with a community-governed platform, NFT
Marketplace, and Hybrid HD Game. The idea behind
the Kaiken Inu project is to provide an advanced
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alternative to conventional DeFi protocols and also
make DeFi easily accessible to all. In addition, it also
offers more scalable passive income opportunities
and utility, contrary to typical meme coins. Most
meme coins have no intrinsic value. That is not
the case with the Kaiken Inu token. The Kaiken
Inu project is a complete ecosystem with different
features that allow token owners to get access
to more exciting income opportunities. Also, it is
essentially a DOG coin that is driven by a purpose.
If you’re an animal lover, by owning Kaiken Inu
tokens, you will be automatically contributing to
their wellness. The project will donate a certain
percentage of the circulating token supply to a
chosen recipient which will be announced later. The
project also has a broader vision and is futuristic in
approach. From the very onset, Kaiken Project is
committed to making progress on the development
front by adding new products and platforms to its
ecosystem. Kaiken plans to launch a native NFT
marketplace, launchpad and more.
WHAT ARE KAIKEN INU TOKENS?
Kaiken Inu tokens are decentralised tokens built on
the ultra-powerful Ethereum Network . These tokens
are native to the Kaiken Inu ecosystem (we discuss
the details in the subsequent section). The native
Kaiken Inu tokens have multiple utilities within the Kai
ecosystem. They can be used to generate a passive
income as token holders are guaranteed rewards,
which increase in perpetuity as the transactions on
the network grow. Kaiken token owners also get to
participate in the governance of the platform and have
a say in the decision making. Investors can also get
access to various features of the Kai ecosystem and
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explore additional income opportunities like staking
Kaiken Inu tokens. In addition to Kaiken Inu tokens,
the platform also offers other tokens built for specific
purposes allowing users chances to earn more Kaiken
Inu tokens by participating in different activities.
It is important to note that Kaiken Inu tokens are
highly scalable and they are greener tokens. Kaiken
Inu tokens leverage the Ethereum network, which
is a proof of stake (PoS) blockchain. Unlike the
conventional proof of work (PoW) blockchains,
Ethereum network consumes minimum power and
it is highly environmentally friendly when compared
with cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. The ecosystem
design also makes the tokens not only more
profitable but also sustainable. Issues such as liquidity
and security are dealt with. A certain percentage of
the transactions are locked in liquidity to keep the
liquidity floor stable. Also, the continuous burn and
contribute to increasing token prices because of
reduced supply and scarcity. Moreover, game lovers
will appreciate the soon to be released game which
will be built by a real game developer company.

KAIKEN INU TOKEN FEATURES
Kaiken Inu tokens are a next-generation meme coin
that not only represents the internet culture and
is cause-driven but also provides investors with
seamless opportunities to grow their crypto wealth.
We already discussed the use of the Kaiken Inu
tokens and what sets them apart in the previous
section. Here, we would like to focus on exclusive
features that make Kaiken Inu Tokens stand apart
from the typical DeFi Coins.
1.Innovative DeFi token that expands the horizon for
meme and Dog Coins: The limited utility of typical
meme coins has been one of the biggest investor
pain points. Even coins such as Dogecoin and
Shiba Inu, despite being so successful, lack utility.
All investors can do is rely on the price movement,
which is not something they can control. If the prices
go down, the investments suffer. Kaiken Inu takes it
to another level. As a meme token, it is advanced
because it also leverages the best of DeFi protocols
to provide users with a unique opportunity to earn
passive income.
2.Connecting philanthropy and blockchain: The
Kaiken Inu project is planning to connect philanthropy
and blockchain and is pioneering the philanthropy
1.0 concepts. Its decentralised mechanism allows for
the automated distribution of funds to DOG shelters
across the globe. A certain percentage of circulating
tokens is given in charity to Dog shelters. While
token owners continue earning with their Kaiken
holdings, they also get to participate in charitable
activities.
3.Non-Fungible tokens: Kaiken Inu will also be used
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to create NFTs.
EXPLORING KAIKEN INU ECOSYSTEM
Kaiken Inu is not just a typical DeFi project where
you get to buy a coin and it promises a fixed reward.
Kaiken is laden with all the features of a conventional
DeFi token but also offers an advanced and robust
thematic ecosystem, which makes DeFi investments
fun, profitable, transparent and, most importantly,
highly secure. Let’s take a quick look at the Kaiken
Inu ecosystem.
1. Dog Farm: Kaiken Inu dog farm allows Kaiken
token owners to stake and increase their crypto
earnings. In the dog farm, Kaiken Inu tokens are
paired with other coins like Ethereum’s ETH to earn
staking rewards.
2. Dog House: This is another Kaiken token that users
can leverage to earn Kaiken Inu tokens. It can be
paired with Kaiken Inu tokens and earn rewards. The
best part is these tokens generate quicker rewards
and almost twice that of the Kaiken Inu tokens.
3. Dog Vitamin: These are other tokens powering
the Kaiken Inu ecosystem. These tokens are used
to feed the crypto puppies within the ecosystem to
help them become powerful fully-grown dogs for
Dog Games.
4. Dog Food: Another token to provide more
strength to crypto puppies. These tokens help
crypto puppies to become NFT or digital assets,
which can be traded on the open market.
5. Crypto Puppies: Crypto puppy is a special token that
users will earn as rewards for staking Kaiken Inu tokens.
6. Dog Games: A set of native games where Dogs
will compete with each other to get to the next level.
In the process, token owners will be able to earn
more rewards by participating in these games.
On top of these, the Kaiken Inu ecosystem has other
components and plans.
– Kaiken NFT Marketplace: Non Fungible Assets
have been gaining immense popularity. The Kaiken
Inu ecosystem hosts a native NFT marketplace
where Kaiken Inu token owners can get access to
the hottest NFTs on the market. The Kaiken NFT
Marketplace is a “decentralised marketplace for
buying and selling of Non Fungible Tokens. It offers
special benefits for $KAIKEN token holders, including
discounts, gifts and fee incentives. More features
could be added through Kaiken Governance.”
Kaiken Inu token owners can use their tokens to
acquire NFTs and also participate in the governance
to decide the features and functionalities of the
marketplace.
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All in all, the Kaiken ecosystem offers a complete
package to investors who are looking to tap into the
DeFi markets. The most important aspect is it gives
control back to the community. As such, even a midcap or retail investor remains in full control of their
token ownership and gets exclusive opportunities to
multiply their crypto wealth. It makes Kaiken Inu one
of the top rewarding tokens on the market.

HOW TO EARN AND GROW WITH KAIKEN
INU
DeFi is exploding. Kaiken Inu provides investors with
an opportunity to leverage their crypto wealth and
earn a steady income. The best part is that users
have multiple different earning opportunities and
don’t have to rely solely on the price movements.
There are many different ways that users can earn
and grow their crypto wealth with the Kaiken Inu
project:

Dog Farm allows users to stake their Kaiken Inu
tokens and earn static rewards. The process can
be automated to generate fixed and guaranteed
passive income. An exciting update is that Kaiken
Inu is already planning to partner with other staking
tokens, which will provide investors more options
and flexibility to earn better staking rewards.
2. Other Rewarding Tokens: The Kaiken Inu
ecosystem offers many different rewarding tokens,
and users can choose to leverage what suits them
best. For example, the Dog Farm, which has a
separate token, when paired with Kaiken Inu tokens,
will allow investors to earn rewards twice as fast.
3. Dog Games: By participating in Dog Games with
their tokens, users on the platform will be able
to earn additional rewards. There are native Dog
Games to participate in, and with every level, the
earning can increase.

1. Staking Kaiken Inu Tokens: The Kaiken Inu
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CONCLUSION
Both DeFi and meme coins are on a roll. Kaiken Inu is a hybrid token that leverages the best of both worlds
and provides investors with unique opportunities to grow their crypto wealth. Most importantly, Kaiken is
a full ecosystem of different products and token sub-sets, which not only provides Kaiken token owners
with utility but also gives them the flexibility to participate in rewarding activities of their choice. Kaiken
is also futuristic in approach and offers practical utility to investors. The project will also feature its native
NFT marketplace. Not to mention that it also serves the purpose of helping dog shelters globally. On top of
all these, Kaiken Inu team will bring the most anticipated high-end 3D dog game where Kaiken token and
other token offerings can be fully utilized. As such, if you’re looking to grow your crypto asset with DeFi,
Kaiken Inu should be on your list of top DeFi projects to consider.
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India Has New
Plan to Regulate
Cryptocurrencies

I

ndia is reportedly
working on a new
way to regulate
cryptocurrencies.
“The government is
planning to define
cryptocurrencies in
the new draft bill
that also proposes to
compartmentalise virtual
currencies on the basis
of their use cases,”
according to a report.

“The government is
planning to define
cryptocurrencies in
the new draft bill
that also proposes to
compartmentalise virtual
currencies on the basis
of their use cases,”
The Economic Times
reported Friday, citing
three people aware of
the development. The
publication detailed:

How India Will Regulate
Cryptocurrencies
India is reportedly
planning to regulate
cryptocurrencies
as commodities
based on use cases.

Cryptocurrencies will
be treated as an asset/
commodity for all
purposes, including
taxation and as per
use case — payments,
investment or utility.

“Crypto assets can
be either categorized
on the basis of the
technology they use
or they can be defined
on their end-use. So,
before talking about
how the regulations
should work, the
government has to
spell out what it means
by cryptocurrencies,”
said one of the persons
with knowledge
of the matter. The

against the U.S. dollar.

LINK price locks in
36% gains following
Ethereum layer 2's
Chainlink integration
The price of LINK also
surged in the wake of
a marketwide bullish
boom, wherein Bitcoin
and its top rivaling
altcoins jumped in
tandem.

Chainlink emerged
as one of the best
cryptocurrency
performers on Sept. 6
as the price of its LINK
token jumped 8.25%
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The LINK/USD
exchange rate reached
$36.35 for the first time
since May 20, months
after bottoming out
near $13.45 — thus
recovering by more
than 170% altogether.
At the same time, its
recent bout of buying
saw prices bringing in
about 36% month-todate returns.
Ecosystem growth
Optimism Ethereum
announced on Sept. 1
that it had integrated
Chainlink's marketleading decentralized
oracle solutions to its
Ethereum layer-two
services. As a result,
LINK — which serves
as a payment and
staking token inside the

person added that
the government
“is not looking to
allow payments and
settlements through
virtual currencies.”

Read more...
Chainlink ecosystem
— rose by 36% on the
prospects of seeing
higher interim demand
from Chainlink users.
The same fundamentals
previously assisted
LINK investors in closing
2020 at a 540% profit.
A booming
decentralized finance
(DeFi) space and
its dependency on
Chainlink to secure
live data feeds pushed
demand for LINK
higher among users
and speculators alike.
As a result, Chainlink's
market share in the DeFi
reached 80% at one
point in time, reported
ZDNet.

Read more...
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FTX Launches
Cross-Chain NFT
Marketplace for
Both US and Global
Users

C

ryptocurrency
exchange FTX
now allows
anyone to make their
own non-fungible
tokens (NFT).
On Monday, the CEO
Sam Bankman-Fried
took to Twitter to share
that the DIY NFT listing
is available on both FTX
for global users and
FTX.US for its American
users.
Just two weeks back,
in an interview with
CNBC, Bankman-Fried
had noted about the
NFT craze, saying,
“It’s almost going
mainstream faster
than the mainstream
understands what it
is they’re adopting,
which is a weird
phenomenon.”
This NFT mania as
expected was seen at
FTX as well and the
exchange has now
introduced a charge of

a one-time $500 fee to
submit the digital art.
“Due to the massive
number of submissions,
too many of which were
just a picture of a fish,
we are now charging a
one-time $500 fee to
submit NFTs,” tweeted
Bankman-Fried.
“Hopefully this will
reduce spam.”
Bankman-Fried
kickstarted the crosschain marketplace with
his own NFT “Testing
Testing 123 #1.” SBF’s
test NFT currently has a
total of 22 bids with the
highest one for $2,000.
Additionally, deposits
and withdrawals will
be opened up in the
next couple of weeks
which means users
will be able to deposit
outside NFTs such as
Bored Ape Yacht Club
and CryptoPunk on the
platform.

Read more...

Matrixport Joins
Growing List of
Crypto Unicorns
After $100M
Investment
Singapore's central
bank had ordered
Binance.com, the global
version of Binance,
to stop soliciting
customers in the
country.
Binance has
announced limitations
to Singaporean
customers three days
after the country’s
central bank placed
the cryptocurrency
exchange on an Investor
Alert List and ordered
the exchange to stop
soliciting business from
Singapore residents.
From midday
Singapore time on
Friday, September 10,
Binance.com will cease
trading pairs with the
Singaporean dollar, stop
Singaporean payment
options and boot the
app from Singapore’s
iOS and Google Play
stores.

Binance advised
customers to finish
all trades and remove
advertisements by
midday UTC+8 on
Thursday “to avoid
potential trading
disputes.”
The Monetary Authority
of Singapore said on
September 2 that it
“is of the view that
Binance, the operator
of Binance.com, may
be in breach of the
Payment Services Act”
and ordered it to stop
providing payment
services to Singapore
residents. Then the MAS
added Binance.com on
its Investor Alert List.
The MAS has not listed
the Singaporean version
of Binance’s exchange,
Binance.sg, which is
operated by Binance
Asia Services and
remains unaffected by
the ban.

Read more...
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Crypto.com Names Former Visa Country
Manager to Head South Korea Operations

Crypto.com appointed Patrick Yoon, former
country manager at Visa Korea and Mongolia, as
its general manager for South Korea.
Yoon’s experience in the country will help the
crypto exchange reach “new heights,” CEO Kris
Marszalek said in a statement.
During his three-year stint at Visa, Yoon worked
with regulatory bodies and financial institutions.
Prior to his time at Visa, Yoon worked at Standard
Chartered Bank in South Korea, Singapore, Taiwan
and the U.K.
The Crypto.com app offers trading, lending, and
payment services. The firm also offers a Visa card
to users who stake its token, CRO, for more than
180 days, according to its website.
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In the past 12 months, the app has grown fivefold
to 10 million users. Spending on the Crypto.com
Visa card grew by 55% in 2020, it said in March.
In August, Crypto.com picked former Spotify
Executive Henrik Johansson to head its growth
operations. Johansson aims to reach 100 million
users in two years.
Meanwhile, South Korean crypto exchanges
are struggling to meet a September regulatory
deadline.

Read more...
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